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Airport ‘zero-emission’ strategy at Avports
Avports roadmap for implementation of specific measures to face the most critical challenge of our time: carbon emissions   

Step 1: 

Zero-emission ground 
vehicles and building 
systems

Step 2: 

Zero-emission aircraft 
and eVTOL 
infrastructure 
readiness 

Step 3: 

Zero-emission power 
resilience: Airport 
microgrid concepts -
generation and storage
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Step 1: ground vehicles and building systems
Short-term actions: develop awareness, plans, roadmaps,  operational readiness, trials, demos and proof of concept solutions

1. Inventory of all airport vehicles and their contribution to the total airport CO2 emissions:

― Airport light vehicles (landside, buildings and airside)

― Operations and maintenance vehicles

― Snow removal, lawn mowers, ARFF and other heavy equipment

― Ground Support Equipment (GSE)

― Buses and parking/hotel/car rental shuttles

― Taxis and TNCs/ride share (Uber, Lyft) 

― Other tenants and airport users' vehicles

― Private vehicles used by employees and members of the airport communities

― Private vehicles used by the public to access the airport
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Step 1: ground vehicles and building systems (cont.)  
Short-term actions: develop awareness, plans, roadmaps,  operational readiness, trials, demos and proof of concept solutions

2. Define a strategy, business case, TCO roadmap and implementation targets for each vehicle category:

― Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV)

― Battery-powered Electric Vehicles (BEV)

― Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (Hydrogen) (FCEV)

― Plug-in Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (PFC EV) 

3. Implement trials and proof of concept projects to gain experience and awareness 
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Hydrogen at airports: a ‘zero-emission’ enabler

The strategic value of green hydrogen: an additional tool towards decarbonization of airport operations  

Infrastructure production 
and storage opportunities 

for airport owners and 
operators

An additional resource to 
enable decarbonization 
for selected operational 
scenarios and use cases  



Case study: Airport H2 portable dispenser
Avports has entered into a collaboration framework with the company REVO ZERO to enable adoption of H2 airport use cases 

1. Installation of a “portable” hydrogen supply system at a regional airport, consisting of: 

― PHASE 1 (ongoing design and permitting): Hydrogen dispenser and storage units for public access in the airport landside areas

― PHASE 2a: Additional dispenser and distribution capabilities in the airport restricted areas for aviation use

― PHASE 2b: Zero-emission “Vehicle as a Service” (VaaS): A model to facilitate transition to zero-emission airport fleets
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Case study: Airport H2 portable dispenser (cont.)
The storage unit expands capacity of hydrogen for dispenser to accommodate larger demands, including airside use cases
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Case study: H2 airport shuttle
Additional PHASE 1 use case: retrofit of Ford E-450 parking airport shuttle to meet growing traffic demand for remote parking 
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Case study: H2 airport vehicle retrofit
Existing vehicle retrofit: an alternative option to convert existing fleets and extend the existing vehicles’ life cycle
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Case study: H2 general aviation aircraft 
Together with our partners, we are developing a general aviation experimental aircraft powered by fuel cells   

― Special airworthiness certificate in the experimental 
category granted by the FAA (research and 
development)

― Velocity Aircraft Kit

― Fuel Cell from NUVERA

― Defining range and performance envelope 



Conclusion: A holistic approach to decarbonization 

Increased awareness of the value of airports as living examples of sustainability and future readiness

Turning Avports projects into Airport Sustainability Labs 

Establishing a sustainability assessment framework, 
operational readiness and fleet transition plans 
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Increasing visibility of sustainability measures in the 
community 
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Generating new business opportunities: hydrogen 
generation, dispensing, access fees, and VaaS solutions 
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Mission
To leverage zero 

carbon technologies 
and innovative 

solutions through 
partnerships, trials and 

proof of concepts, 
making zero-emission 

aviation a reality
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